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Introduction 

In June 1958 the Eleventh \!orld Health Assembly resolved that immediate efforts 

should be r.i.ade to eradicate smallpox t'".corn the world. 

Since the introduction of vaccination, most countries with tempe~ate climates 

have rid themselves of endemic smallpox, but in many ~ropical and subtropical 

countries the disease still persists. 

The eradication of smallpox presents no insuperable difficulties in m'\Y country. 

It has baen claimed that, in some tropical countries known to have had well-organized 

medical services for a long time~ mass vaccination does not control endemic smallpox. 

Closer examination of the information available reveals that this is a false 

conclusion. Nearly always the persistence of smallpox can be explained satisfactoi .. ily 

by the fact that vaccination coverage of the area concerned. is patchy. O:f'ten~ for 

example~ a few urban areas may be vaccinated year a~er year~ providing annual 

vaccination figures of impressive size, while rural areas receive little or no 

attention. 

There are areas. with hot climates and poor communications~ in which it can be 

suspected that inactivation of vaccine through exposure to heat before u~e is at 

least a partial cause of the failure of mass vaccination. The development of 

thermostable dried vaccine has now overcome that difficulty. 

That mass vaccination can be effective in tropical and subtropical areas is 

shown by the results of recent campaigns in some countries with long-establ1shed 

endemic foci of smallpox. 
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Country 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 -
Mexico 1 541 1 060 762 27 - - - - - -
Peru 7 105 6 305 3 612 1 218 1 360 172 115 - - -
Venezuela 6 358 3 951 2 181 280 109 72 13 2 4 -

Vaccination campaigns are being carried out successfully among peoples in 

different stages of social development and in areas with extremely poor communications. 

1. Objective 

The objective is to eradicate smallpox from the country and to ensure that1 if 

smallpox is reintroduced, there will be few, if any, secondary cases. 

For practical purposes, smallpox can be considered eradicated !rorn countrie~ 

where it has been persistently present, after two consecutive years without 

autochthonous cases being reported, provided that there is a good reporting system 

in operation. 

1.1 The chief means of attaining smallpox eradication is mass vaccination. It 

is now generally agreed that if Bo per cent. of the population - that is, 80 per cent. 

of each and every sector of the population - is successfully vaccinated within a 

time period of five years, smallpox will die out. 

1.2 Once eradication has been achieved and while the risk of reimportat;J.on of 

smallpox remains, the population can be protected fi"om outbreaks by one of two mcthodsa 

1.2.l The 11 ring11 vaccination method, which consists of early diagnosis of all 

imported cases, followed by vaccination, isolation and/or surveillance of contact~ 

and possible contacts. The successful implementation of this method requires the 

existence of a highly-organized general public health service. 

The 11 ring11 vaccination method can be very effective, but its use implies "the 

vaccination of all persons who have been in contact with the patient. Primary 

vaccination of adolescents and adults has produced in some countries a certain 
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numbcl" of cases o! po.st-vaccinal encephalitis. It must be stressed here that the 

best prophylactic of post-vaccinal oncephalitis is vaccination performed at pre

school age. 

1.2.2 Maintenance of a :f'u.11 vaccination state. This method is essential in 

countries in which medical services and conummications a.re no·t sufficiently 

organized to practise the :first alternative successfully. 

2. ~stablishment of a smallpox eradication service 

The smallpox eradication service should be integrated with the existing 

structure of public health services. It should be a part of the public health 

sorv~cc and its activities co-ordinatod with those of other sections. Neverthcless 1 

it should possess individuality from the start and its creation should be publicized 

as an open proclar.1ation of the country's urgent determination to stamp out a disease 

the presence of which has hitherto been accepted. 

2.l The vaccination campaign must be directed, or at least co-ordinated, centrally. 

The first stop to be taken. theroforo, is to charge specific individuals in 

medical headquarters, at provincial and country levels, wi~h responsibility for 

smallpoJ~ eradication. If, as is possible, the headquarters' diroctor of tho 

eradication service and.the provincial director have additional duties to perfo1"'!11, 

they nrust have assistants with ability and energetic personality solely concorned 

with smallpox eradication. A clear line of command mus-i; exist from vaccinator 

in tho field to director in tho highest lovel at medical.headquarters, responsible 

for every aspect of a.Qn1~nistration; in its absence it is usually found that the 

needs of a remote field campaign got low priority as compared with those of interests 

closer a.t hand. 

2.2 In some countries, legislation may have to be introduced. This is liable 

to be a lengthy procoss and no time should be lost in initiating it. Smallpox 

~cination. A survey of rcaont leSislation,. reprinted by WHO, 1954, from 

International Digest of Health Legislation~ 1954~ 2, 221-262, is a useful summary 

in draf'ting such legislation. If compulsory vaccination is adopted, minimum 

provision should include primary vaccination in infancy1 vaccination or revaccination 
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on entering and leaving school and on entering certain occupations (par~icularly 

the. medical sorv~ocs and armed forces, but probably all public svrvtccs should be 

included), and universal vaccination in infected a~cas. 

2.3 The smallpox eradication service's planning must embrace the following items, 

in addition to tllc vaccination campatgn: health education; isolation of cases and 

surveillance of contacts; quarantine. 

2.4 Health education must include active and effective publicity. It should 

str0ss that smallpox 10.lls many and bl:Lnds or dis~guros many others, but that by 

vaccination and tbe early isolation of cases it can be stamped out rapidly. Tho 

press and radio arc useful vehicles as far as they reach. Beyond and beside them~ 

use should be made o! visual methods (posters •. etc.), talks in schools, propaganda 

by mass educa~ion and other campaigns, and the influence of teachers. headmen and. 

religious leaders previously won over. 

2.5 Isolation of cases. 

2.5.1 House isolation should be avoided i( possible, th.OUgh it can be used as a 

last resort in rural areas. All members of ~he household are to be vaccinated 

and put under surveillance, unless it can be proved tha~ they have rooeptly been 

suoccss:f\llly vac.cinatca.. 

2.5.2 It may bo desirable to provide additio~a\ isolation hospitals. Buildings 

may be of the cheapest description that provides the csscl1t1als of (a) isolation . 
from ether buildings, {b) shelter ~ccording to climat.c, {c) easy cleansability, 

(d} sanit.ation and water~ Ariy eX!sting masoru.")"-construetod building falay be 

adaptable to serve as a te1Uporar;y 1solation ho:;pita.1_,. Alternatively 1 a temporary 

isolation hospital may be designed so as to bQ ~aloablc for some othe~ purpose 

wh0n the need. for- it has ended, 

Z.5.3 Transport Cf patients \o hospit~l lilUSt De allOWQd for. 

2.6 Quarantine serv1ocs may neod to bo ronc\crod more ef!icient, They should bo 

provided with vaco1natio.n facilities. ~ore 1s no doubt that vaoc1nat~on of 

travol.lcrs trora certain arca:s ottcn 'has been ~low acceptable stEl!ldards. 
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At long land frontiers it is loss expensive and mo1-.c desirable in ovory Hay 

to encourage international travellers to use main routes by ensuring the minimum of 

delay and providing facilities. ·closed frontiers arc invariably travorsod by 

remote paths and if infection is carried along those, it is more costly a.nd difficult 

to eradicate than 1f it occurs along main routes. 

3. The campaign 

Information and planning. 

3.1 Information. As much of the following information should be gathered for 

every district,, then consolidated, first for provinces and finally for t.he ;mole 

country: 

Census or estimated population. 

Statistics relating to smallpox; average annual eases; occurrence. as 

epidemics; vacoination state. 

3.1.3 Health services; hospitals, dispensaries, etc.; public h.ea.lt.h services; 

clinical and preventive staff; available troansport. 

Availability of persons outside the regular hoalth services !or recruitment 

as vaccinators, etc. - school-tcachers1 staff of voluntary agcnc~es. lay civilians 

with minimal educational qualifications. 

3.1.5 Social features: percentage literacy_ urban and rural; if rural 1 villages, 

isolated. hamlets or dwellings,; existence at markets or other meeting places; past 

acceptance {or not) of vaccination; civil leaders as po~siblo propagandists; 

presence of nomadic or migrant elements; isolated farms. 

3.1.6 Gcogl'aphical features: area; exis~ence of large soale maps; cor.uminications; 

proportion of population accessible by motor transport in d,,.-y and wet seasons; 

ditto by cycle; other forms of transport available (e.g. passcngvr lorries. animal 

transport); relation to frontiers or international routes; main urban centres. 

3.2 Planning. On tho basis of the above information (most of which a reasonably 

informed M.O.H. should be able to write down out o~ hand) the campaign is planned. 
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3.2.1 There are two systems of mass vaccination - house to house, or at collecting 

points. The latter enables a vaccinator to carry out more vaccinations in a day 

but generally experience indicates that nowhere near 80 por cent. of the population 

attends. 'l'he house to house raethod requires a greater effort and more intonsi vc 

work but ensures a better coverage of the population. In r.10st areas this method 

must almost certainly be adopted. Whichever method be chosen, it is essential to 

warn people in advance of tho date and time when they will be vaccinated. 

It is all important to calculate the average nurJbcr of vaccinations which one 

vaccinator can perform ~ally and daily and in the conditions prevailing locally~ 

since the timing and staffing of the whole campaign depends on this. Experience 

in various countries indicates that the nui~1ber may vary greatly: only 7000 a year 

in one rural area of Af'rica with individual scattered houses and a long, immobilizing 

wet season; 22 000 and 15 600 a year respectively in two Middle East countries; 

60-80 a day as a gonoral average in South America; and as many as 150-250 a day in 

urban areas. 

The nature of communications and the type of transport available are important 

factors in the output of vaccinators. According to the distances to be covered_ 

and the effect of rain on communications, the number of days of actual vaccinating 

worked annually by each vaccinato1" may vacy f'rom loss than 200 to 310. Some 

countries have used, with success, motor-carried teams of vaccinators: this method 

saves much time if the area is composod of well-defined villages but _would be 

ineffective in one with isolated dwellings. 

Some countries have the means apd the r.1anpowcr available to recruit as many 

vaccinators as ~hoy wish. Othu:;."s may lack both funds and persons- with the minir.mr.1 

desirable educational qualifications. 

The work of vaccinators must be supervised constantly and strictly, by 

inspectors who,. however, nust be _on syrnpathetic terms with the men under them. 

Successful p~rformancc of the act of vaccination is extremely sir.1ple and it is easy 

to train even illiterate workors to vaccinate satisfactorily. It is equally easy 

to vaccinate unsatisfactorily and this is why supervision - constant, strict but 
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sympathetic - is a necessity. It may be hard to f'ind sufficient men of the calibre 

and integrity required for inspectors. Experience indicates that usually one 

inspector can supervise 7-10 vaccinators; the number is as few as four in a 

particularly scattered rural area. 

Medical supervision also is required; there should be a cadre of full-time 

medical officers of such a number that,, at least, any inspector can call out a 

medical officer reasonably quickly in an emergency. 

Geographic, climatic, social, financial and manpower considerations must 

a.11 be given their due weight in deciding whether to tackle the whole country 

simultaneously or by concentrating staff and dealing with one area a~er another. 

The latter method has given excellent results in the Americas. It has the 

advantages of allowing the closest supervision,, a raoro exhaustive coverage, and of 

shortening the lines of corrununication from the director of the canpaign to the staff 

in the field. In either event, the whole car.1paign should be tiraed in detail and 

should not occupy more than a total of five years. 

At the start, time must be allowed for training vaccinators. Countries vary 

in the length of training they give, but the training need not be long, provided 

that subsequent supervision is efficient. Collection and training of the cadre 

of inspectors may take longer. Once the campaign has started, these can be 

selected from the more efficient and reliable vaccinators. 

Cost. In working out the budget of a vaccination carilpaign, it should be 

possible to calculate a per capita cost figure and apply this to the whole country 

by cautious extrapolation. Components of tho per capita cost are: 

Vaccine. It can either be produced in a country's own laboratories or 

bought fl."01i1 other countries. Costs per unit vary fror:1 US$ o.001+9-0.067 for dried 

vaccine and US$ 0.002-0.017 for glycerinated lymph. 

3.3.2 Vaccination, The average cost per vaccination vari'.:S from US$ 0.03-0.118 

according to the employment conditions in the different countries. Vaccinators' 

conditions of service vary and, as usual, those in permanent er,1ployr:ient draw lower 

wages than those on short-term contracts. 
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Transport. 

In i11a.ny countries the bicycle is the ideal transport for vaocinators. It 

has boon ;found most aatis:f'actory 1 :l.n some established field medical services, to pay 

junior staff fairJ.y generous allowances for ~aintaining their own cycles. 

The raotor cyclo has usually been found to be an.unsatisfactory and 

dangerous f'orm of official transport. 

Provision must be made for staff to use other available means of transportt 

buses, animal transport, river transport, etc. 

3.3.3.4 '!here are obvious advantages in providing jeep or other motor transport 

for as many suporvisors as possible, especially when they have to work in rural 

areas. They are thus enabled to supervise mo~e vaccinators and distribute the 

vaccine quickly. The availability of motor transport facilitates the daily 

distribution from a central base of vaccination teams to their place of work. In 

cities or dcnsely-populat~'Cl areas# supervisors may be able to do their work with 

bicycle transport. 

3.3.3.5 Maintenance and depreciation of transport must be allowed for. 

3.3.4 Miscellaneous items 

3.3.4.1 Some form of uniform# even if only a badge or brassard, should be provided 

for staff. 

Stationery. 

Containers for transport of vaccine. When lymph vaccine is used, thcr~1os 

containers are essential. 

3.3.4.4 Vaccination materials and equipment. 

Refrigerators for distribution centres. 'lhesc are essential when lymph 

vaccine is used~ and highly convenient when dried vaccine is employed. 

In some areas it may be necessary to rent buildings as local stores, etc. 
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The increased cost of raising the efficiency o~ case isolation and quarantine 

services must be allowed for. 

Provision should be made to ensure good reporting of new smallpox cases, 

especially in the vaccinated areas, as well as possible complications of vaccination. 

It must not be forgotten that a~er the initial eradication campaign is 

finished, it still will be necessary to make provision for the maintenance of an 

adequate level of immunity of the population in following years. 

4. Exeoution of the plan 

4.1 An efficient administrative organization must bu established and based on 

appropriate financing. It-embraces supply of vaccine and other stores, transport, 

statistics and maps, propaganda, training and staff welfare. These items are all 

sufficiently obvious, except perhaps the last. 'ftl~ life of a field worker in a 

backward area is a hard one, and experience in established field medical services 

emphasizes that his efficiency varies with his morale. Usually, little can bG done 

to provide comforts 1 which in fact are not expected. The main factors contributing 

to a high morale are: (a) administration on as personal a level as possible; 

(b) adequate salary scales; {c) absolutG regularity in tho dates of pay, on which 

the credit and thcrGfqre the daily bread of mobile field workers depend; financially, 

the third of next month is very different from the thirtieth of this month; (d) the 

status given to the job. Some sort of uniform, if only a brassard~ should be 

provided, and the judicious use of publicity helps. 

4.2 The directing cadre must be drawn :from the country's ov-m. nationals, though the 

assistance of short-term consultants can be requested :from WHO. The directing team 

must take 1Ull responsibility for administration, but they should avoid getting too 

much tied down by routine detail. 

in the field. 

A considerable part of their time should be sp0nt 

4.3 In recruiting inspectors, the following qualities must be considered: 

4.3.1 Intelligence: sufficient to grasp tho principles underlying the campaign 

and the technical procedures involved. 
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4.3.2 Literacy: sufficient to complete return forms accurately, keop a simple 

stores' ledger, r~ad a map, etc. 

4.3.3 Integrity: although there is no black market value attached to vaccine and 

vaccination (as there is, for example, with antibiotics), every supervisory activity 

lends itself to the establishment of some torm of racketeering. 

4.3.4 Initiative: sufficient to cope with unexpectGd situations. 

4.3.5 Reliability and diligence. 

Physical constitution: physical fitness adequate for a life of continuous 

and arduous activity. 

Ability to drive and maintain a motor vehicle. The. pa,y of a drivor-mechanic 

probably equals that of an inspector. Supervision, dj.stribut1on or vaccine. etc.~ 

will be much loss costly if supervisory st.a.ff can drive themselves competently. 

It takes longer to train an intelligent man to drive tha.n to vaccinate and diagnose 

smallpox and, thereforo, the former abil;i.ty may well be mor-e valuable in a recruit 

than previous knowledge of smallpox. Successful use of this principle was made in 

the yaws campaign in at least one country. 

4.3.8 Health inspectors and public health nursos with tho above qualifications 

make good inspectors. In some countries, ex-military N.C.O.s have proved to be 

excellent inspectors of field medical work. 

It should be borne i;t mind that good conditions of service, with emphasis 

on prospects rather than pay, will be required in order to attract the type of men 

desired as inspectors, 

4.4 The training of inspectors. 

The period of training will vary with previous e:icper!ence. 'l'he requirements 

are: (i) theoretical and practical instruction in the epidemiology .and diagnosis 

of smallpox, disposal of cases, surveillance o! contacts, vacoillation; (ii) insti"llction 

in looking af'ter stores, rendering returns, reading and ma.king maps; (iii) perhaps 

instruction in driving and maintenance of motor transport, · 
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The importance of public relations must be stressed throughout the training 

course. 

4.5 In recruiting vaccinators, the following qualities must be considered: 

Intelligence: sufficient to understand fully tho technique of vaccination, 

its contra-indications, and to answer laymen's questions about it; to grasp and 

carry out instructions. 

Literacy: sufficient to read and write, and to fill up a simple form. 

Intelligence and literacy are separate qualities and th<:.: latt~r 1:iust not be taken 

as a reliable measure of the former. Intelligunt illiterates are quite capabl~ 

of performing the duties of vaccinators, except that their inability to complete 

returns of the day's work is an administrative nuisance. 
. ·, 

Physical constitution: physical fitness adequate for a life of continuous 

and arduous activity. 

Freedom from oxcessi ve family ti.es: on this and other grounds it is 

advisable to recruit young men. 

4.5.5 Sex: in some countries it may be necessary to employ ·female as well as 

male vaccinators. 

4.6 The future of the personnel. 

Once eradication is achievGd, although a close ~ti.rveil~a~ce should be maintained, 

a reduction in force will be possible. The released personnel should be transferred 

to other public health ~ctivities, taking advantage of the pu~lic health experience 

gained during the campaign. ' -...·. 

4.7 The tra-ining of vaccinators. 

Some countries train vaccinators for as long as six months. This is excessive. 

The training programme covers only the subjects mentioned in 4.5.1 and 4.5.2, most 

of which can be learned in two or three weeks of in-service tra.ining, perhaps in 

selected areas under inspectors with a flair for instruction. 
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_9rganization. Detail 

Provincial directors allot districts to medical officers or their equivalents. 

Medical officers allot areas to inspectors, giving them ov0rall tim~tables and 

ensuring that their supply and return administrative channels are f\llly understood. 

Inspcc~ors give vaccinators detailed programmes {by the day or week according to 

circwnstunces), supplying them at the same time with the necessary equipment and 

vaccine. At each level there must be full discussion embracing population~ 

transport, etc. 

5.1 The inspectors• duti8s thereaf'ter are as follow~t 

5.1.1 To give the people concerned advance warning of the date and time when they 

will be vaccinated. 

5.1.2 To ensure that the vaccinators are keoping to their programmes~ by frequent 

unannounced visits. 

5.1.3 To discuss and assist with ~ difficulties encountored by vaccinators. 

It is the inspectors' responsibility to hire local transport for vaccinators 

when necessary, For this pt.U"pose1 they may n8ed to keep small imprest accounts. 

(An imprest account is a sum ot money, in ready cash, drawn from a specified vote 

and held by an individual for the period of a financial year. The vote concerned 

may be a wide one with a label such as "contingencies", or perhaps a transport and 

travelling vote. cash disbursements from the imprest are written down in an 

imprest account book and recouped in due course from th~ vote by means of regular 

vouchers. An imprest may be of any size and the imprest holder may give out 

sub-imp~ests from it. In a vaccination campaign, for example, a district medical 

officer might hold an imprest of US$ 500. much of which would be out in sub-improsts 

of US$ 10 to US$ 20, according to circumstances. held by inspectors.) 

~.1.4 To check the results o! a certain percentage of primary vaccinations carried 

out by each vaccinator under h1r4. 

5.1.5 To receive vacoinators• returns of war~, consolidate them weekly and pass 

them on to the medical officers. 

5.1,6 To notify any case of smallpox and tako first steps over isolntion, vaccinationa 

and surveillance of contacts. 

5.1,7 To act as a vaccinator whenever necessary. 
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5.2.1 (ln many rural areas) making sketch maps showing location of villages and houses. 

5.2.2 A weekly return of vaccinations and refusals,, by age-group. 

5.2.3 A weekly return of vaccination results,, quoting vaccine batch numbers. 

5.2.4 The imprest account. 

5.2.5 A simple stores ledger. 

5.3 The vacoinators' pa~erwork consists of: 

5.3.1 Daily records of work done, The most convenient way of keeping these is in 

work books of pocket size, from-which the inspectors can draw figures for their returns. 

If a proforma, such as the one illustrated below,, is used, it can be filled in by 

the vaccinator, by households, marking in the appropriate column when a house-to-house 

campaign is carried out. 

VACCINATOR'S FORM 

Districts Vaccine lot no,: Date& Vaccinator: 

Occupants Age of persons Primary vaccinations 
vaccinated check 

Address or 
name of Vaccination 

-1 1-9 10+ householder Not Neg. Pos. 
Total Prim. Revac. vac, year years years 

(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

--
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Certificate o! vaccination o! a house. In some coU,nt~ies the inspector or 

vaccinator sticks such a certificate# including remarks on absentees# etc., on the 

door. It is a legal otfence to remove or deface the certificate. 

Individual vaccination certificates. These are given in some countries. 

In many countries. probably they will not be considered necessary. 

6. Vaccination 

6.1 F~ceze-dried vaccine is recommended for all tropical and subtropical rural 

areas> with poor communications. It is issued in containers of 100. 50# 25 or 10 

doses and it remains potent only for two or three hours after reconstitution. 

depending on the temperature to which it is exposed# and therefore there may be 

wastage of some doses. 

6.2 For areas with good communications and with refrigcrat~d storage available# 

glycerinated lymph has many advantages. This type of vaccine should be maintained~ 

when stored for long periods. in a freezer at temperatures of -10° to .20°. Uhcn 

delivered to the field and for periods of up to 15 days, it can be kept in the 

refrigerator at +4°c. 

6.3 A good vaccination technique must be used and the multiple pressure method of 

vaccination is recommended. No difficulty has been experienced in teaching it to 

vaccinators. Whatever method be used, a sharp needle ~akes a good vaccination 

lancet. The advantage of using needles, rather than more elaborate lancets. is 

that each vaccinator can be issued with su!!icient sterilized needles for up to a 

week's work, using a fresh one for each vaccination. 

check on the number of vaccinations performed. 

7. Co-o~dina.tion with other campaigns 

The number used acts as a 

In many countries~ campaigns against certain specific diseases, involving 

contact with eve~ individual in the population, are already ill progross. The idoa 

of combining vaocination with any of these is an obvious one. . The reservation 

must be made 1 however. that the component operations o! a combined campaign must 
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fit together in their timing: e.g. if in one operation 500 persons a day arc 

dealt with, and in another only 100 to 200, the two will not cornbine. 

Vaccination has been combined vory satisfactorily with yaws campaigns in 

some countries. 

Co-ordination with other campaigns is especially indicatod for maintenance 

of a good level of irmnunity in the population af'ter eradication in a country or 

an aroa has been achieved. 

8. Evaluation 

Tho success of the campaign will be indicated by the disappearance of the 

disease. Tl~o percentage of tho population covered in oach area will give a 

clear indication of tho thoroughness of the work carried out. A check of th0 

technical accuracy with which the vaccinators arc administering tho vaccine, as 

well as of the potency of the vaccine in the field, will be made by observing 

tho vaccination reactions in a representative sample of the persons receiving 

primary vaccination. 

The consolidated information prepared weekly by the inspectors,. afi0r boing 

examined and further consolidated if necessary by the medical officers, should 

be received at headquarters without much delay. The headquarters' office should 

process this information monthly and produce monthly reports on the progress of 

the campaign. These ~onthly reports should appear not later than the second 

week of the following month and should contain the information indicated in tho 

proforma illustrated below: 



Summary of the work carried out by the smallpox eradication campaign during tho month of ••••••••••• 

1 2 3 lj. 5 6 7 8 9 

Major % population No. primary No. positiv..; % positiv" 

political 
!Estimated rotal No. of 

vaccinated 
No. primary No. of vaccinations primary primary 

subdivisions 
population ivaccinations 3/2 x 100 

!vaccinations ~ovaccinatiom controllod vaccinations vaccinations 
8/7 x 100 

A similar table with cumulative resUlts for the year should also b~ prepared. 


